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SECTION - A

Very Short Answer Type. One word to maximum of one sentence. Answer all
questions.

1.

4.

or is used to display output in PHP.

is the builtin function to flnd the length of a string in PHP.

function is used to set cookie in PHP.

function converts a string to all uppercase.

5. What is the output of the following program?

.?PhP

echo "Welcome" . "to" . "PHP";

?>

6. function is used to connect with MySQL database.

P.T-O-



7. The information sent from an HTML form using the
visible to everyone in the browser's address bar.

method is

10.

I $salary=2rr2y("Sonoo" => "550000" , "Vimal" => "250000', "Ratan" => 200000");
is an example for array.

function rinds the number of items in an indexed array.

array represents an array containing one or more arrays in PHP.

(10x1=10Marks)
SECTION . B

Short Answer. Not exceeding one paragraph, answer any eight questions. Each
question carries 2 marks.

1 1. List the different operators used in PHP.

'12. What do you mean by form validalion?

13. What is settype( ) in PHP?

14. What do you mean by typecasting?

'15. What is the use of isset( ) function?

16. Explain krsort( ) with example program.

17. What is the use of mysqli*fetch_anay( )?

18. What is the difference between open source DBMS and proprietary DBMS? Give
example for each.

19. What is freado and fwriteo functions in PHP?

20. Mention any four superglobals in PHP.

21. Write a PHP script to delete a table stored in MySQL.

22. Mention the logical operators in MySQL.
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23. Differentiate float and double data type in MySQL.

24. i,4ention any four features of MySQL.

25. Explain the use of LIKE operator in MySQL.

26. What do you mean by INNER JOIN in MySQL? Write the syntax.

(8x2=16Marks)
SECTION _ C

Short Essay. Not exceeding 120 words, answer any six questions. Each questlon
carries 4 marks.

27. What are the rules for naming a variable in PHP?

28. Explain break and continue in PHP with examples.

29. Explain with an example how to create finctions in PHP.

30. Explain the time0 function in PHP.

31. Explain getDate0 function in PHP.

32. Oiscuss various types ofcookies.

33. How will you upload a flle in PHP?

34. Explain include0 function in PHP,

3s. Explain $_FILES in PHP.

36. Explain the purpose of $_REOUEST.

37. Differentiate asortO and ksortO functions in PHP.

38. Explain how PHP sends mail using the mailo function.

(6x4=24Marks)
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SECTION _ D

Long Essay. Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks.

39. Explain with examples various data types jn PHP.

40. Explain the following with examples.

(a) Cookie management

(b) $-GEr

41. Discuss various loops used in PHP.

42. Wtile a PHP script to fetch and display the records stored in MySQL.

43. Explain session management in PHP.

44. Explain ditlerent types ot arrays in PHP.
(2 x '15 = 30 Marks)
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